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High-order harmonic cutoff extension of the O2 molecule due to ionization suppression
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High-order harmonic generation has been observed experimentally from O2 molecules at the saturation
ionization intensity. The harmonic cutoff extends far beyond the cutoff of Xe despite both have nearly equal
ionization potentials. In contrast, the harmonic spectra for N2 and Ar, which have almost the same ionization
potentials, are essentially close to each other. We show the extension of harmonic cutoff in O2 is a consequence
of ionization suppression. Using a simple modified tunneling ionization model for molecules, we predict both
the harmonic cutoff extension and the ionization suppression semiquantitatively.
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The study of high-order harmonic generation~HHG! has
attracted a great deal of attention because of its possible
plications as a coherent desktop x-ray source in the fem
second or even attosecond regimes@1#, which can be used to
probe the dynamic processes involving electronic transitio
Since the early discovery of HHG@2#, most of the studies
have been concentrated on rare-gas atoms. There have b
number of experimental studies of HHG from molecu
@3–5#, but a general picture for molecules in a laser field s
has not emerged. In an earlier experiment@4#, it was found
that the HHG spectra of O2 are close to that of Xe. Com
pared to the preliminary study of HHG from molecules, t
ionization of molecules has been studied more extensiv
Recently, it was found that the ionization of O2 is suppressed
by about one order of magnitude when comparing with
@6–8#. However, there is no ionization suppression for2
when comparing with Ar, which has nearly the same ioni
tion potential as N2. As is known, HHG is closely related t
ionization in an intense laser field. Generally speaking,
HHG cutoff energy is decided fromEcuto f f5I p13.17Up ,
with I p the ionization potential andUp the quiver energy.
Thus, we should observe a higher cutoff energy in a hig
laser intensity. Meanwhile, the valence electron will be
tally ionized when the laser intensity is above the satura
intensity. Therefore, we can only obtain the highest cut
energy with an optimized laser intensity. The suppressed
ization of O2 should lead to a significant extension of ha
monic spectra, which was not observed in the previous H
measurements@3,4#. Stimulated by such a controversy an
the desire to further explore the relation between the H
and ionization, we studied the HHG cutoff behavior for mo
ecules and their companion atoms, for cases with a str
ionization suppression (O2, Xe!, and for cases with no ion
ization suppression (N2, Ar!.

The experiment was carried out with the newly esta
lished Ti:Sapphire laser system, Kansas Light Source
Kansas State University. The laser system has an outpu
1.5 mJ at 800 nm center wavelength, and a duration of 2
with a repetition rate of 1 kHz. The laser is focused by a 2
mm lens into the gas jet formed by a nozzle. The focal s
size (W0) is 25 mm full width at half maximum~FWHM!.
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The gas nozzle@9# provides a 200mm interaction region
with a gas density of 1017 molecules/cm3. To get a good
phase matching, the nozzle is placed 4 mm after the fo
spot. The generated HHG signal is imaged by a focus
mirror at grazing incidence, then dispersed by a 20
lines/mm transmission grating and recorded by a multich
nel plates~MCP!/charge-coupled device system. In the e
periment of O2, Ar, and N2 gases, a 0.2mm perelyne (C8H8)
filter was used. The transmission rate of this filter increa
from 10% to 80% when the photon energy changes from
eV to 150 eV. We use it here to suppress the signal inten
of lower-order harmonics so that a better signal/noise ratio
the cutoff region~80–100 eV! can be obtained. For Xe,
0.2 mm Al filter was used, which has a good transmissio
(.70%) in the range from 20 eV to 70 eV.

In the experiment, we tuned the laser intensity to rea
the highest cutoff, which is defined as the distinguisha
HHG peak with the highest photon energy. The optimiz
laser intensity for Xe is 431014 W/cm2; for O2 it is 9
31014 W/cm2. Under these intensities, the cutoff positio
for O2 (qc553) is nearly twice to that for Xe (qc529). For
Ar and N2, the optimized laser intensity is'9
31014 W/cm2, the same as in the O2 case. The cutoff posi-
tions for Ar and N2 areqc563 andqc557, respectively. For
comparison, we also measured HHG of Xe with the sa
intensity used for O2 (931014 W/cm2). This laser intensity
is already far beyond the saturation intensity of Xe. At th
intensity we did not get higher cutoff photon energy, co
pared with the measurement at 431014 W/cm2. The mea-
sured HHG spectrum is originated from the unsaturated
of the laser profile, both temporal and spatial. The measu
HHG signals for the four different gases near the harmo
cutoff region are shown in Fig. 1.

In comparing the atomic and molecular species, we n
that Ar and N2 have nearly the same ionization potentials,
15.76 eV and 15.58 eV, respectively, and they have ne
identical harmonic cutoff. On the other hand, while Xe a
O2 have nearly the same ionization potentials, at 12.13
and 12.06 eV, respectively, the harmonic cutoff for O2 is
much higher than for Xe. We attributed this to the fact th
O2 molecule is much harder to ionize than Xe although th
have the same ionization potential. This is known as ioni
tion suppression, and it has been investigated extensi
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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@6–8# at different laser intensities and pulse lengths. The
fore, the harmonic cutoff extension and the ionization s
pression are strongly correlated.

To explore the relation between HHG and ionization,
simulate the HHG spectra by using the Lewenstein mo
@10#, which has been modified to take into account t
ground-state depletion by the laser pulse. The depletion
the ground state was calculated by using the Ammosov
lone Krainov ~ADK ! model @11#. The Lewenstein model is
valid in the tunneling ionization regime for calculating ha
monics when the photon energy is much larger than the
ization potential. This model should work well here since
are interested in calculating only the harmonic cutoff at
saturation intensities.

The key issue is how to calculate the ionization rate
molecules in the framework of the ADK model. For a com
plex atom, the ADK ionization rate is@11#

w~ l ,m,E!5Cn* l*
2 I p

~2l 11!~ l 1umu!!

2umuumu! ~ l 2umu!!
S 3E

pF0
D 1/2

3S 2F0

E D 2n* 2umu21

e22F0/3E ~1!

with F05(2I p)3/2, whereI p is the ionization potential, andE
is the laser field strength. Information on the initial state
given by the angular momentuml and its projectionm along
the polarization axis of the laser field, whilen* is the effec-
tive principal quantum number and depends only on the i
ization potential;l * 50 for the present systems. For Ar an
Xe, the l and m in Eq. ~1! are well defined. To extend th
ADK model to diatomic molecules, whatl andm should we
use? As we know, the most important ingredient in the AD
model is the wave function of the electron in the tunneli
region, i.e., the asymptotic region. In the asymptotic regi
the molecular orbital can be expressed as a superpositio

FIG. 1. Measured high-order harmonic signals from Xe, O2, Ar,
and N2 gases with a Ti:Sapphire laser~800 nm, 25 fs! at a laser
intensity of 931014 W/cm2. The Xe signal is measured with
0.2 mm Al filter and the O2, Ar, and N2 measurements are mea
sured with a 0.2mm perelyne (C8H8) filter. The dashed curve is th
high-order harmonic signals of Xe recorded at an optimized la
intensity of 431014 W/cm2.
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atomic orbitals at the two centers. To apply the ADK mod
to diatomic molecules, we need to extract the domin
atomic orbital or partial waves centered at the charge ce
of the molecule. Figure 2 shows the two-centered molecu
orbitals and their closest atomic orbitals centered at the m
point of the internuclear line. The O2 valence orbital (pg)
wave function in the outer region is constructed mainly
the two 2p1 orbitals located at the two nuclei. In terms o
atomic orbitals centered at the midpoint of the molecules i
best approximated byd1 partial wave, orl 52, m51. For
the N2 valence orbital (sg), we choosel 52, m50, as
shown in Fig. 2. The above parameters are for molecu
aligned along the laser field direction. We list all the para
eters we used in the ADK model in Table I.

To check the validity of our theoretical model, we fir
study the ionization of O2 comparing with Xe. To compare
with experiment, we calculate ionization probability at
given position from the ADK rate as

Plm~r ,z!512exp{2E w@ l ,m,E~ t,r ,z!#dt}, ~2!

and an ionization signal as

Slm}E Plm~r ,z!2prdrdz. ~3!

er

FIG. 2. Approximate two-centered molecular orbitals of the v
lence electrons of O2 (pg) and N2 (sg) and their closest one
centered atomic orbitals. Only the outer region of the electro
wave function is of interest.

TABLE I. Harmonic cutoff and parameters in the ADK mod
for molecules and their companion atoms.

O2 Xe N2 Ar

Ip ~eV! 12.56 12.13 15.58 15.76
MO pg sg

AO d1 p0 d0 p0

l 2 1 2 1
m 1 0 0 0
Is (1014 W/cm2) 3.01 1.75 3.71 4.40
qc ~calculated! 45 29 55 65
qc ~measured! 53 29 57 63
1-2
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The laser field’s temporal and spatial distributionE(t,r ,z) is
taken to be

E~ t,r ,z!5
E0W0

W~z!
e22ln2 r 2/W2(z)e22ln2 t2/t2

,

with W(z)5W0A11z2/zR
2, whereW0 is the size of the foca

spot, zR5pW0
2/l is the Rayleigh range, andl is the laser

wavelength.t is the pulse length at FWHM andE0 is the
laser field peak strength.Slm , the ionization signal, is the
quantity directly proportional to the measured ion signal
the molecules are randomly distributed, we calculate the
ization signal as

Sav5(
m

Slm

2l 11
. ~4!

Although the calculated ionization signal depends on
pulse length, the ratio of the ionization signals is not sen
tive to the pulse length. The saturation intensity mov
slightly to the lower intensity in a long pulse. Here, we c
culate the ionization signal by using a 25 fs laser pulse to
consistent with our present experimental conditions. In F
3, we present the ratios of single ionization signals of O2 :Xe
measured at 200 fs by 800-nm pulsed laser by Talebp
et al. @6# ~open circles!, at 30 fs by 800-nm pulsed laser b
Guo et al. @7# ~filled triangles! and with our predicted ones
Here, we plot two curves, one for molecules aligned on
laser field direction~solid line, calculated from Eq.~3! with
l 52, m51) and another for molecules randomly distribut
~dashed line, calculated from Eq.~4! with l 52). Overall this
simple modified tunneling ionization model does predict
O2 ionization suppression comparing with Xe, and the p
dicted suppression strengths are in reasonable agree
with the experiment. We emphasize that in the ADK mod
the ionization rate depends on the ionization potential
the quantum numbersl andm. We attributed the lower ion-
ization signal of O2 vs Xe to the geometry effect, or to th
different values ofl, m as listed in Table I. This is differen
from the model of Guo@12# who used a larger effective

FIG. 3. The ratio of single-ionization signals between O2 and Xe
vs the peak intensity of the laser field. The open circles are fr
Ref. @6# and the filled triangles are from Ref.@7#.
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ionization potential (I p516.9 eV) for O2 in the ADK model.
So far, the proposed larger ionization potential lacks dir
experimental proof or direct theoretical support. The ioniz
tion suppression of O2 also has been explained by the inte
ference model@13#, i.e., interference from the two atomi
centers. Our present model does not contradict with
model, but it is much simpler, and attributes the suppress
to the nature of the molecular orbitals instead of quant
interference. Within the ADK model, the suppression in O2 is
due to (l 52,m51) as compared to (l 51,m50) for Xe.

A similar comparison of ionization signals of N2 vs Ar is
shown in Fig. 4. The solid line is the ratio for the aligned N2
molecule on the laser field direction and the dashed line
for the unaligned one. The experimental data were meas
at 100 fs and 800 nm by DeWittet al. @8# ~filled circles with
errorbars! and at 30 fs and 800 nm by Guoet al. @7# ~filled
triangles!. Indeed, we do not see a significant suppression
N2 vs Ar. Within the ADK model, (l 51,m50) for Ar, (l
52,m50) for N2, thus, there is no suppression.

In the present experiment, we have no knowledge if
molecules are aligned or not. At intensities near 1014 W/cm2,
simple estimate based on the static polarizabilities of
molecules indicates that these molecules are not aligned
short 25 fs pulse. However, ionization suppression does
cur whether the molecules are aligned or not. For simplic
in calculating the HHG spectra using the modified Lewe
stein model@10#, the molecules were assumed to be align
and the parameters used in the ADK model are those liste
Table I. Note that, we only calculated the single atom
molecule HHG spectra and did not consider phase match
due to the laser temporal and spatial distribution. The res
ing HHG spectra are shown in Fig. 5. The calculated h
monic cutoff order for Xe and Ar are 29 and 65, respective
which are in good agreement with the measured values o
and 63, respectively. The calculated harmonic cutoff for2
is atqc545, to be compared to the measured value at 53.
N2, the calculated cutoff is atqc555, as compared to the
experimental value at 57. More importantly, the theoreti
results clearly show that there are little differences betw
the HHG for Ar and N2, but there are drastic differences
the high-order HHG between Xe and O2. The agreement

FIG. 4. The ratio of single-ionization signals between N2 and Ar
vs the peak intensity of the laser field. The filled circles are fro
Ref. @8# and the filled triangles are from Ref.@7#.
1-3
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between the calculated and the measured HHG cutoff is
so good for O2 molecules comparing with rare-gas atoms
and Ar. The discrepancies between the calculation and
experiment for molecules are understandable since we
proximate each two-center molecular orbital by a single o
center atomic orbital within the framework of the AD
model. Note that the cutoff order in the calculation is defin
as the intercept of the plateau and the sharp dropoff of
spectrum.

FIG. 5. Theoretical simulated HHG power spectra from Xe, O2,
Ar, and N2 in an 800 nm, 25 fs intense laser field at the saturat
intensities listed in Table I. Solid lines are for atoms and das
lines are for molecules. Note that the results of N2 and Ar have been
shifted by a factor of 107.
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In summary, we have observed a significant extension
the harmonic cutoff for O2 molecules, as compared to X
atoms, when both are exposed to an intense laser field,
though both have nearly identical ionization potentials.
such extension has been observed for the other pairs, N2 vs
Ar, which also have nearly identical ionization potentia
The origin of the harmonic cutoff extension is traced to t
well-known ionization suppression of the O2 molecules. By
replacing the two-center molecular orbital with the clos
one-center atomic orbital in the ADK model to account f
the symmetry and the geometry of the molecular orbitals,
have shown that the ADK model can be used to interpret
ionization rates of diatomic molecules. The present sim
ADK model offers possible new directions for studying mo
ecules in an intense laser field. The cutoff extension cau
by the ionization suppression provides another avenue
obtaining higher-energy x-ray photons, complementary to
schemes demonstrated previously@14#.
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